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Guidance: Planned Procurement Notice 

What is a planned procurement notice? 

1. The planned procurement notice is an optional notice under the Procurement Act 
2023 (the Act) which is published at the pre-procurement stage. The planned 
procurement notice is similar to a pipeline notice in that it provides advance notice 
of an upcoming procurement. It goes further than a pipeline notice and is 
designed to give as much advance information to the market as possible to 
enable potentially interested suppliers to determine if the upcoming procurement 
is something that they wish to bid for, and to provide maximum time for 
preparation. It is the only type of notice that, when used correctly, can provide a 
reduction in the minimum time periods between submission of the tender notice 
and the deadline for submission of tenders in competitive tendering procedures. 

 
What is the legal framework that governs the planned procurement 
notice? 

2. The legal framework that governs the planned procurement notice is as follows: 
 

• Section 15: planned procurement notices 
• Regulation 17: planned procurement notices 
• Regulation 19 (and as incorporated into regulations 20 - 23): tender notices 

(see guidance on competitive tendering procedures and time periods for 
more information). 

 

What has changed? 

3. The planned procurement notice fulfils a similar function to a prior information 
notice and a periodic indicative notice (both referred to here as PIN), as relevant, 
in the previous legislation.1 

4. The planned procurement notice replaces both PINs and when used, must be 
published on the central digital platform via the Welsh Digital Platform 
(Sell2Wales) (previously PINs published under the Public Contracts Regulations, 
Defence and Security Public Contracts Regulations and Utilities Contract 

 
1 See Public Contracts Regulations 2015 regulation 48, Concession Contracts Regulations 2016 
regulation 31, Defence and Security Public Contracts Regulations 2011 regulation 14, and periodic 
indicative notices, used in Utilities Contracts Regulations 2016 regulation 67  
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Regulations could be published on a buyer profile). Unlike the Utilities Contract 
Regulations and Concession Contracts Regulations PINs, a planned procurement 
notice cannot be used as a call for competition. As with a PIN, if it publishes a 
planned procurement notice, a contracting authority can reduce the time period 
for the submission of tenders (tendering period) in certain circumstances. 

Key points and policy intent 

5. All contracting authorities are able to take advantage of the reduced tendering 
period provided by publishing a qualifying planned procurement notice. 
Publication may take place at any time before publication of the tender notice. It 
may be the first notice published about an upcoming procurement or it may follow 
a pipeline or a preliminary market engagement notice. 

6. A planned procurement notice sets out that a contracting authority intends to 
publish a tender notice. A planned procurement notice is therefore not used when: 
 

a. establishing a dynamic market; 
b. awarding in accordance with a framework; or 
c. making a direct award. 

 
7. Section 15 of the Act sets out that if the notice is published at least 40 days and 

no longer than one year before publication of the tender notice then the notice is a 
‘qualifying’ planned procurement notice. This means that the contracting authority 
may, if it chooses to, reduce the tendering period to a period of ten days or more. 
However, in setting the tendering period, the contracting authority must have 
regard to the covered procurement objectives in section 12 of the Act (such as the 
need to remove or reduce barriers to participation that small and medium-sized 
enterprises (SMEs) face and to ensure that tendering periods are sufficient to 
allow bidders to understand the contracting authority’s procurement policies and 
decisions). 

 
Content of a planned procurement notice 

8. A planned procurement notice must contain the information set out in regulation 
17. This includes much of the information required in the tender notice for the 
procedure that the contracting authority intends to use (to the extent this 
information is known at the time of publication). A contracting authority can 
supplement the information required for the notice with additional information and 
documentation. 
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Timing of publication 

9. As above, contracting authorities are required to provide as much information 
relating to the tender notice as is available at the time of publishing the planned 
procurement notice. So contracting authorities will wish to consider the best time 
to publish their planned procurement notice i.e. there may be little benefit to 
suppliers in publishing a planned procurement notice 12 months in advance if the 
contracting authority can only provide limited detail about the opportunity. 

10. Contracting authorities can, if they wish, revise their planned procurement notice 
to make further information available. Provided this is published within the 
timescales set out in paragraph 7 above, this would meet the requirements of a 
qualifying planned procurement notice. 

 
Qualifying planned procurement notice: reducing timescales 

11. If a contracting authority publishes a qualifying planned procurement notice, it 
may, if it chooses to, reduce the tendering period to a minimum of ten days. The 
Act sets out that a qualifying planned procurement notice means a planned 
procurement notice published at least 40 days but not more than 12 months 
before the day on which the tender notice is published. 

12. It is possible for a contracting authority to have published a planned 
procurement notice, undertaken a competitive tendering procedure and reduced 
the tendering period, but then to have subsequently switched to direct award 
using the section 43 provisions. 

13. A planned procurement notice may be published prior to publishing a tender 
notice where an authority plans to award the contract under a dynamic market. 
However, as the minimum tendering period in this case is already 10 days, there 
is no reduction in the minimum period. 

14. Contracting authorities may also voluntarily publish a planned procurement 
notice for contracts below the applicable threshold, to provide advance notice to 
suppliers, especially SMEs, although in these circumstances this will not result 
in a reduction in the tendering period as there is no minimum tendering period 
for below-threshold procurements. 

15. Having published a qualifying planned procurement notice, a contracting 
authority does not have to take advantage of a reduced tendering period. In fact, 
contracting authorities should think carefully about applying any time reduction 
at the tender stage. In deciding whether to do so, contracting authorities should 



 
 

consider whether their qualifying planned procurement notice, together with the 
tender notice have provided enough information to enable suppliers to 
effectively bid for the procurement during any reduced tendering period. 

16. A contracting authority might determine that its procurement at the tender stage 
no longer reflects what it set out in its qualifying planned procurement notice and 
it is therefore not appropriate to reduce the tendering period. This may be 
because requirements have been refined to the extent that the types of suppliers 
who had been attracted to the planned procurement notice would be different 
from the types of suppliers who would likely now tender for the contract, for 
example, where the quantity of goods set out in a planned procurement notice is 
vastly different to that set out in the tender notice. 

17. In these circumstances, the contracting authority could either terminate the 
current procurement (and (voluntarily) publish a procurement termination notice 
if it wished) and then publish a new planned procurement notice or proceed to 
publish a tender notice and continue with the procurement in accordance with 
the standard tendering period, forgoing any reduced tendering period. In 
considering whether to choose the latter option, contracting authorities should 
think about whether suppliers who might have seen the planned procurement 
notice and been following the procurement may have disregarded the 
opportunity due to different information being contained in the planned 
procurement notice in which case it would be advisable to restart the 
procurement. 

18. A qualifying planned procurement notice cannot be used to reduce the tendering 
period where the procurement has changed substantially, such as where the 
notice expressed an intention to buy photocopiers but the tender notice relates 
to the purchase of computers. In such cases, a contracting authority must restart 
the procurement and publish a fresh planned procurement notice (which will not 
be a qualifying planned procurement notice until it meets the requirements of 
section 15(3) of the Act) or proceed to publish a tender notice, without relying on 
the original planned procurement notice to reduce the tendering period. 

19. Information set out in the planned procurement notice relating to any timing of 
publication of the subsequent tender notice may also have a bearing on whether 
the contracting authority should reduce the tendering period. For example, if a 
planned procurement notice provided that the tender notice would be issued in 
six months’ time, but it is actually issued in two months’ time then suppliers 
might not be ready to bid. In these circumstances the contracting authority 
should not rely on the planned procurement notice to justify reducing the 
tendering period. 
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20. It would be good practice, although not a requirement under the Act, to publish a 
procurement termination notice if the contracting authority subsequently decides 
not to proceed with a procurement following publication of a planned 
procurement notice. 

21. A qualifying planned procurement notice could contain a number of named 
contracting authorities who are cooperating in a procurement. For example, 
several local authorities might decide to enter into a joint contract for waste 
disposal services. If one of the contracting authorities who is named in the 
planned procurement notice decides, at the tender stage, not to participate in 
the joint procurement, the participating contracting authorities should consider 
whether it is still appropriate to rely on the qualifying planned procurement 
notice. In this case, it would very much depend on the circumstances, such as 
the impact of the contracting authority not participating and whether such a 
scenario had been envisioned in the content of the planned procurement notice. 
In some circumstances, it may not be advisable to reduce the tendering period. 

 
22. Similarly, if a number of contracting authorities intend to procure individual waste 

services, and each publishes a planned procurement notice to this effect, and 
then it is subsequently considered appropriate to aggregate their requirements 
into a single procurement/contract, they might not attract the same suppliers 
because of the difference in scale of the requirement. In this scenario the 
contracting authorities should consider whether it is appropriate to reduce the 
tendering periods in reliance on the individual qualifying planned procurement 
notices, or if they should publish a new planned procurement notice (or proceed 
in reliance on a single tender notice and the standard tendering period). 

 
What other guidance is of particular relevance to this topic area? 

• Guidance on competitive tendering procedures 
• Guidance on the central digital platform and publication of information 
• Guidance on Notice sequencing and flowcharts 




